
Unleash the full potential of your PMO and drive
the highest possible return on investment for your

organization's strategy as quickly as possible.

A Program That Fuels
Your PMO’s IMPACT
Known as the IMPACT Engine PMO™
Implementation Program, this is the only
program of its kind that shows you exactly
how to build, run, and elevate your PMO so
you can finally earn your seat at the table.
For over 25 years, our team has developed
a proven system that always delivers.

Why Your IMPACT Matters 

In today’s results-driven world, it’s not enough to be
good at your job — you need to be great at making
an IMPACT. At PMO Strategies, we're here to help
drive measurable value to the business through
high-IMPACT outcomes  — so there’s no denying
the clear-cut advantage you bring to the team. We
have just the program for you.

Each year, hundreds of PMO leaders build
stronger PMOs and deliver greater value

with our IMPACT Engine PMO system.
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The IMPACT Engine PMO Journey
Ready to make moves? Here are the calculated steps our program will

guide you through on your journey from outputs to IMPACT

The IMPACT Engine PMO has given me the tools to move that project management needle in our organization.
Laura is a fantastic coach who shared personal experiences and lessons learned in a way that’s very relatable.
The materials and support provided are priceless and I highly recommend the IMPACT Engine PMO program.

Leigh Hasty



The IMPACT Driver PMO Leader Certification 

What Our Certification Can Do for You: 
Help you differentiate yourself from your peers with the only
certification that shows applied knowledge and PMO
leadership proficiency. 

Ensure you stay one step ahead with a certification exclusively
given to students who have demonstrated their ability to apply
the IEPMO framework in a real-world scenario.
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Being in the IMPACT Engine PMO program has made an absolute difference in my life in terms of the headaches and the pain
that I would have experienced going it alone. I have no hesitation in recommending joining the program as early as you can

because as we speak, time is running out for you. Laura and her team will help you make the IMPACT you need to make quickly.

Garfield Charles

Guided Program
The only program you need to take you on every step of the journey to build or elevate

your PMO quickly and show tangible business value along the way.

You'll conduct a PMO and change assessment, build your PMO business plan, proposal, services menu, delivery
road map, maturity model, metrics framework, organizational structure, and much more.

Create all of the
deliverables you

need to build, run,
and manage the

PMO while
effectively

communicating
your value and

results.

Guided delivery
model to take you

through every
step of the

process using our
Iterate Your Way

to IMPACT
delivery model.

The training
component of this
program gives you

40 PDUs (10
Technical, 20
Strategic &

Business
Management, 10

Leadership).

Videos, in-depth
guidance,

knowledge checks,
worksheets,

templates, and
guided exercises
to apply to your

PMO at your own
pace. 

One time
payment for

ongoing access
and early access
to new features
and program

updates including
new guidance and

resources.

PMO
Deliverables

Step-By-Step
Guidance

40+
PDUs/CEUs

On-Demand
Access

Lifetime
Access



Guided Program + Coaching and
Membership 

For the PMO Leader who wants hands-on support
from top global industry experts every step of the way. 
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You can save yourself so much time and energy following this process if you are leading or a part of the PMO or building out
project management capability. This just makes sense. Now, starting again in a new PMO leader role, I’ve never felt so

confident! I know have everything I need to be successful in this new role right in this program.

Andrea Cirelli

Get answers to
your questions,
feedback on

deliverables, and
collaborate on

solutions.

Top industry
thought-leaders
share their best

advice and coach
students in live

training.

PMO
implementation

planning software
with templates to
take you through

each IEPMO
program step.

Connect with PMO
leaders in the

IEPMO program,
share wins, ask

advice, and
collaborate on
deliverables.

Utilize mindset,
habits, tasks, KPIs,
and other planning
tools to maximize

your personal
effectiveness.

The only
certification of its
kind designed to

attest to your
ability to deliver

results.

Targeted training,
assessments,

guidance,
playbooks, and
templates to

accelerate delivery.

Feedback on
deliverables,

guidance on stuck
points, and

coaching to keep
you moving.

Step-by-step
guidance to
support each
iterative value
delivery cycle.

Live virtual
coaching

meetings twice a
month to learn
from and with

your peers.

IMPACT
Driver

Certification

Inner Circle
Membership

Hands-On
Support

PMO
Playbook

Live
Coaching

Coaching
Platform

Spotlight
Training

PMO
Software

Network of
Peers

Personal
Development
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Program and Membership Benefits
GUIDED PROGRAM +

 COACHING AND
MEMBERSHIP 

GUIDED PROGRAM

            / ONE TIME
 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

$2,497                          / + $597 QUARTERLY
 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

$3,497

Our Money Back Guarantee
Our hope is that you’re beyond thrilled with the results you see — but of course, you must actually do the work to

know whether it worked! That’s why in order to be eligible for our 30-Day Money Back Guarantee, we request proof
that after doing the assignments and applying the teachings, the results still weren’t there.


